Novel Chemistry Award – Primary Science
An Educational Techniques Group Activity

1. The RSC Educational Techniques Group is making available ten awards up to a maximum of £100 per award to primary school teachers to contribute towards the cost of resources needed to develop a novel chemistry related activity. This might be, for example, a classroom experiment or a chemistry related visit but other creative proposals are welcome.

2. Applications should be made by email to RSCedtechgroup@hotmail.com

3. The application should state the following information:
   a. your name and school/college;
   b. the activity you require the funds for;
   c. the approximate cost;
   d. and also please state that if you are successful, you will provide a short account (200 words) about how the activity goes and provide a photograph that can be used on social media e.g. twitter.

4. The deadline for applications is Friday 14th April 2017.

5. Applications will be judged by members of the Educational Techniques Group committee. The judges’ decision is final.

6. The successful applicants will be notified by Friday 19th May 2017 and a list will be published on the Educational Techniques Group RSC webpage.

We would really like to see submissions for Primary level chemistry this year and would encourage anyone interested in this area to apply.